
 

Can You Change Serial Number In Bios

the problem i'm having is that the laptop is reporting the bios version as 1.16.6.0. the dell web site
shows this version as the latest bios update, but the bios version installed on my laptop is 1.3. this

difference is causing problems with the dell system agent application. the application is set to check
for updates every 30 minutes and when it is run i receive a message that the bios update is not

current. i have tried to locate the bios version that is on my laptop, and have been unable to locate
it. i have found it under the bios/setup/system information section, but when i try to move the file to
a new folder i receive an "access denied" message. i have researched this issue and have discovered
that the bios on my laptop is not compatible with the system agent application. i have contacted dell

about this issue, and they informed me that this was a known issue and to make sure i have the
latest bios update installed on my laptop. hi, i have a number of nested vms on my windows 2003 r2
domain and i am not willing to change the serial number of the vms. i have found several comments
on the web that a clone of the machine will have a different serial number, but i can't find anything
that explains how to clone a vm. can someone help me with this please? thanks peter hi, i have an
issue where i have a number of virtual machines and we clone them over to a new server. however

the clone has a different license serial number than the original. is there a way to change the license
serial number? cheers bruno
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